
ABSTRACT

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the biocompatibility and barrier 
function of mussel adhesive protein (MAP)-loaded collagen membranes in guided bone 
regeneration (GBR).
Methods: Eight male New Zealand white rabbits were used. Four circular defects (diameter: 
8 mm) were created in the calvarium of each animal. The defects were randomly assigned to 
1) a negative control group, 2) a cyanoacrylate (CA)-loaded collagen membrane group (the 
CA group), 3) a MAP-loaded collagen membrane group (the MAP group), and 4) a group 
that received a polycaprolactone block with MAP-loaded collagen membrane (the MAP-PCL 
group). Specimens were harvested at 2 weeks (n=4) and 8 weeks (n=4) postoperatively for 
observational histology and histometric analysis.
Results: In the histologic analysis, MAP was completely absorbed without any byproducts. In 
contrast, some of the CA adhesive remained, showing an inflammatory reaction, at 8 weeks. 
In the MAP-PCL group, the MAP-loaded collagen membranes served as a barrier membrane 
despite their fast degradation in GBR. No significant difference was found in the amount 
of new bone between the MAP-PCL and MAP groups (1.82±0.86 mm2 and 2.60±0.65 mm2, 
respectively).
Conclusions: The MAP-loaded collagen membrane functioned efficiently in this rabbit 
calvarial GBR model, with excellent biocompatibility. Further research is needed to assess 
clinical applications in defect types that are more challenging for GBR than those used in the 
current model.
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INTRODUCTION

Guided bone regeneration (GBR) is a well-established procedure for augmentation of a 
deficient alveolar ridge to place an implant [1]. For GBR to be successful, various factors, 
including space stability and graft consolidation, need to be considered [2]. Several methods, 
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such as suturing and screw or tag placement, have been suggested for the fixation of a 
membrane to maintain a secluded space and prevent the displacement of the graft. However, 
the use of these tools complicates the procedure, and an additional intervention is required 
to remove these materials [2]. Application of surgical adhesive appears to be a convenient 
method for membrane fixation, because of its fast application and the fact that it does not 
require removal [3]. In dentistry, cyanoacrylate (CA), as a representative surgical adhesive, 
has been widely used for decades to replace sutures, for membrane fixation, and to repair 
sinus membrane perforations [3-5]. However, some reports have shown that it is not fully 
absorbed, and its remnants may cause adverse reactions [6-8].

Mussel adhesive protein (MAP) from the Mytilus genus is secreted by the mussel foot, and has 
attracted significant attention for potential use in biomedical applications. This substance 
is composed of more than 8 different proteins responsible for coating and adhesion of the 
mussel byssus. MAP enables mussels to attach to rocks in marine environments, which are 
typically characterized by humidity, salinity, tides, and waves [9]. In addition, it allows adhesion 
to various substrates, including metal, glass, plastic, and living body substances [9-14]. 
MAP is rich in the amino acid tyrosine, which by enzymatic modification, is transformed to 
3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-L-alanine (DOPA) [14]. Several studies have found the adhesive strength of 
MAP to be associated with its DOPA content [15-17].

During recent years, many research activities have been carried out to explore applications 
of this biomimetic adhesive protein in clinical settings, and several in vitro experiments have 
shown that MAP is a biocompatible and biodegradable material at the cellular level [18-21]. 
However, insufficient preclinical studies of MAP have been conducted.

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to investigate the biocompatibility of MAP 
and the barrier function of MAP-loaded collagen membranes in GBR of the rabbit calvarium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Eight male New Zealand white rabbits (mean body weight, 2.8–3.2 kg; 8 weeks old) were 
included in this study. A power calculation was performed with new bone area (NB) as the 
primary outcome using a power analysis program (G*Power 3.1 software, University of Kiel, 
Kiel, Germany). Based upon the data of Sohn et al. [22], 8 subjects were suggested as a 
necessary sample size (assumed mean and standard deviation: 2 weeks, 1.88±0.67 mm2;  
8 weeks, 3.19±0.27 mm2; power: 0.80; α<0.05).

All animals were managed in separate cages with standard laboratory conditions and 
provided with standard diets. All processes, including animal selection, management, 
preparation, and the surgical procedure, followed a protocol approved by the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee, Yonsei Medical Center, Seoul, Korea (approval number 
2017–0118).

Materials
A bilayer, chemically cross-linked collagen membrane (Rapigide, Dalim Tissen Co., Ltd., 
Seoul, Korea) was used as a carrier for MAP and CA. The membrane was derived from porcine 
skin and was composed of type I collagen.
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MAP (ACRO Biosystems, Newark, DE, USA) was used as an adhesive for membrane fixation 
in this study. MAP adhesive is a formulation of the polyphenolic proteins extracted from the 
marine mussel, Mytilus edulis.

CA (Histoacryl, B. Braun Surgical SA, Barcelona, Spain) was used as a positive control for 
membrane fixation.

A 3-dimensional (3D) printed polycaprolactone (PCL) block (average molecular weight: 
45,000 g/mol) was purchased from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA, USA) and scaffolds 
were prepared using a 3D printing machine (3D Bio Printer M4T-100, Mechatronics 4 
Technology [M4T], Daegu, Korea). The PCL flakes were melted at 100°C in the heating 
cylinder and ejected through a heated nozzle of compressed air at a pressure of 300 kPa, with 
a feed rate of 50 mm/min. The scaffold struts could be plotted as a layer-by-layer deposition 
on a stage. The 3D scaffolds (strut size: 520–540 μm; pore size: 240–260 μm) were fabricated 
into discs (diameter: 8 mm; height: 1.9 mm).

Study design
Four circular defects measuring 8 mm in diameter were created in each rabbit calvarium 
[22]. The defects were then randomly assigned to the following 4 groups and filled with each 
material (Figure 1). The animals were sacrificed at either 2 weeks (n=4) or 8 weeks (n=4).

-  Control group: The defect was filled with blood coagulum.
- CA group: The defect was covered by CA-loaded collagen membrane.
- MAP group: The defect was covered by MAP-loaded collagen membrane.
-  MAP-PCL group: The defect was filled with a PCL block and covered by MAP-loaded 

collagen membrane.

Surgical protocol
General anesthesia was started using a subcutaneous injection of alfaxan (5 mg/kg) and 
maintained with inhalations of isoflurane (2%–2.5%). The head of the rabbit was shaved 
and disinfected using povidone iodine and alcohol before local anesthetic injections with 
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Figure 1. Four circular defects (diameter: 8 mm) were created in the calvarium of each rabbit, and were randomly 
assigned, moving clockwise from the top left: control group, CA group, MAP group, MAP-PCL group. Specimens 
were harvested at 2 and 8 weeks postoperatively. 
CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-polycaprolactone.
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2% lidocaine. A sagittal incision was made along the midline of the cranium from the 
frontal bone to occipital bone and a full-thickness flap was elevated. Under copious saline 
irrigation, 4 circular osteotomies with a diameter of 8 mm were made using a trephine bur. 
In the MAP-PCL group, PCL blocks were implanted into the defect site, and a spinning 
movement was not observed. For groups using the barrier membrane, the membranes were 
cut to the size of 10×10 mm to cover each defect and the adhesive was applied on the side of 
the membrane facing the defect. The adhesive-loaded membranes were slightly sticky and 
fixed into the proper position. The flaps were then repositioned without tension and sutured 
with 4-0 absorbable suture material (Vicryl, Ethicon, Somerville, NJ, USA). The animals were 
sacrificed at either 2 weeks (n=4) or 8 weeks (n=4) postoperatively.

Clinical observations
Animals were carefully observed and evaluated for inflammation, allergic reactions, and 
other complications around the surgical site at 2 and 8 weeks after surgery.

Histological and histometric analysis
The fixed specimens were decalcified in 5% formic acid for 14 days and embedded in a 
paraffin block. Serial 5-μm-thick sections were cut through the central portion of each 
calvarial defect. Sections from each block were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and 
Masson trichrome for histologic and histometric analysis. The specimens were examined 
using a microscope (DM LB, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a camera 
(DC300F, Leica Microsystems) by 1 blinded examiner. The slide images were saved as digital 
files, and computer-aided histometric measurements were performed using an image editing 
program (Adobe Photoshop CS6 version 13.0.1 ×32, Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA). 
For evaluating bone healing and regeneration, the following parameters were measured in 
each histologic section of the defect areas.

-  Total augmented area (TA; mm2): The area between the defect margins, including bony 
structures, residual materials, adipose tissue, and connective tissue. The superior 
boundary of the area is the collagen membrane or periosteum.

- NB (mm2): Area of newly formed bone within the defect.
-  Residual graft material area (RG; mm2): Area of the remaining bone graft particles within 

the defect.
- %NB: Ratio of NB to TA.

Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was conducted using commercially available software (SPSS 24.0, IBM 
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The descriptive data from histometric records were presented as 
mean values with the standard deviation. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used for comparisons 
among the 4 groups at each time point. Additionally, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to 
analyze differences between the 2 healing periods within the same experimental group. The 
statistical significance level was 5%.

RESULTS

Clinical observations
All the rabbits recovered without any problems, and the surgical sites healed without 
complications, such as severe swelling, infection, or exposure of the membrane or PCL block.
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Histological analysis
Control group
At 2 weeks, the defects consisted of new bone and connective tissue with abundant blood 
vessels. Newly formed bone was observed from the defect margin to the center, and showed 
the appearance of woven bone. The central part of the defects was depressed and flattened by 
the overlying soft tissue and dura mater (Figures 2A and 3A).

At 8 weeks, a greater amount of new bone was found in the defect area than after 2 weeks of 
healing. In 1 of the 4 specimens, almost full closure along the outer surface of the defect was 
observed (Figures 4A and 5A).

CA group
At 2 weeks, the collagen membranes remained structurally intact and large empty spaces 
existed below them. The center of the defects had collapsed and bone regeneration was 
observed near the defect margin (Figures 2B and 3B).

At 8 weeks, the collagen membranes were completely absorbed, but empty spaces with 
surrounding inflammatory cells were still observed. In 2 of the 4 specimens, extensive 
inflammatory cells were distributed around newly formed bone and blank spaces (Figures 
4B and 5B).

MAP group
At 2 weeks, as in the CA group, the central area surrounded by the membrane and dura mater 
had collapsed and woven bone structures were seen growing from the peripheral area. The 
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A B

C D1 mm

1 mm
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Figure 2. Histologic observations at 2 weeks postoperatively. (A) Control group: the defect had collapsed, but woven bone structures were observed growing 
from the peripheral area. (B, C) CA and MAP group: the defect was mainly occupied by the connective tissue, and a large space existed below or in the 
membrane. (D) MAP-PCL group: the defect space was well-maintained by the barrier membrane and supporting PCL block (Masson trichrome staining). 
CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-polycaprolactone, PCL: polycaprolactone.
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Figure 3. Histologic observations at 2 weeks postoperatively. (A) Control group: a few bony islands were observed. (B, C) CA and MAP groups: the membrane 
remained present as a collagen network and many newly formed vessels were observed in the defect area. (D) MAP-PCL group: the membrane was closely 
attached to the block graft and surrounding bone (Masson trichrome staining). 
CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-polycaprolactone.

A B

C D1 mm

1 mm

1 mm

1 mm

Figure 4. Histologic observations at 8 weeks postoperatively. (A) Control group: bone tissue was found in all zones. (B, C) CA and MAP groups: the collagen 
membranes were no longer observable. In the CA group, blank spaces were still present. (D) MAP-PCL group: the PCL block maintained the original morphology 
compared to at 2 weeks of healing (Masson trichrome staining). 
CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-polycaprolactone, PCL: polycaprolactone.
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barrier membranes remained intact and some specimens exhibited blank spaces around or 
in the membranes. On a high-magnification view, many blood vessels had infiltrated into 
the defect area. Additionally, some blood vessels were found within the membrane structure 
(Figures 2C and 3C).

At 8 weeks, the histologic findings of the MAP and control groups were similar. There were 
no more residual membranes, and unlike CA group, empty spaces with inflammatory signs 
were not observed. Formation of bony islands was observed in the central area of the defects 
(Figures 4C and 5C).

MAP-PCL group
At 2 weeks, new bone had formed from the peripheral area and loose connective tissue 
was observed in the inner space of the block graft. The membrane was closely attached to 
the surrounding tissue and block graft. The defect area was well-maintained by the barrier 
membrane and remaining PCL scaffold. Periosteum-like dense connective tissues were 
arranged in parallel with the membrane on both the upper and lower sides of the membrane 
(Figures 2D and 3D).

At 8 weeks, new bone and abundant blood vessels were observed in the inner space of the 
PCL block. In 1 specimen, new bone had formed between the upper region of PCL and the 
membrane. Complete degradation of the barrier membrane could be observed, but little 
degradation of the PCL block had taken place compared to at 2 weeks, and the block stably 
supported the defect (Figures 4D and 5D).
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Figure 5. Histologic observations at 8 weeks postoperatively. (A) Control group: formation of bony islands was observed in the central part of the defect. (B) CA 
group: extensive inflammatory infiltrates were observed around newly formed bone. (C) MAP group: a few bony islands were observed, mainly in the lower part. 
(D) MAP-PCL group: new bone formation in the upper portion of the block was observed (Masson trichrome staining). 
CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-polycaprolactone.
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Histometric analysis
The results of the histometric analysis results are presented in Table 1. The MAP and control 
groups showed an increase in the NB between 2 and 8 weeks when compared by period 
(Figure 6). Furthermore, only the MAP group showed a significant increase in %NB between 2 
and 8 weeks. In contrast, the NB in the CA group decreased slightly from 2 to 8 weeks, but the 
difference was not statistically significant (Figure 6).

In regard to TA, the MAP-PCL group showed greater values than the other groups, which 
did not have a PCL scaffold throughout the healing period. The RG of the MAP-PCL group 
between 2 and 8 weeks showed no statistically significant difference. The MAP-PCL group 
showed a comparable amount of NB to the MAP group.

DISCUSSION

During the GBR procedure, keeping the barrier membrane in place is an important factor 
for ensuring a predictable result. To ensure the optimal stability of the membrane, various 
membrane-fixing methods have been developed [2]. Among them, the use of tissue adhesive 
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Table 1. Histometric analysis at 2 and 8 weeks postoperatively
Periods Group TA (mm2) NB (mm2) RG (mm2) %NB
2 weeks (n=4) Control 5.49±1.85a) 0.88±0.68b) - 17.06±11.85

CA 5.82±2.58a) 1.60±1.44 - 23.24±13.63
MAP 5.93±1.90a) 1.05±0.55b) - 16.91±5.74b)

MAP-PCL 13.69±1.69 0.76±0.75 7.36±1.02 5.17±4.46
8 weeks (n=4) Control 7.35±1.29a) 2.88±1.09b) - 39.18±14.83a)

CA 6.22±2.46a) 1.33±1.28 - 18.59±12.37
MAP 8.09±1.02a) 2.60±0.65b) - 31.77±4.50a,b)

MAP-PCL 13.50±0.80 1.82±0.86 6.98±1.49 13.33±5.52
Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
TA: total augmented area, NB: new bone area, RG: residual graft material area, CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive 
protein-polycaprolactone.
a)Statistically significant difference from the MAP-PCL group in the same week (P<0.05); b)Statistically significant difference between 2 and 8 weeks in the same 
experimental group (P<0.05).
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Figure 6. NB in each group. 
NB: new bone area, CA: cyanoacrylate, MAP: mussel adhesive protein, MAP-PCL: mussel adhesive protein-
polycaprolactone. 
a)Statistically significant difference between groups (P<0.05).
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in GBR reduces the difficulty of surgery and treatment time [23]. In the present study, MAP 
exhibited excellent biocompatibility without long-lasting inflammation, and when used 
with a PCL block, the MAP-loaded collagen membrane seemed to function well as a barrier 
membrane with good space stability despite its rapid resorption.

In the results of this study, the MAP and CA groups both showed blank spaces around the 
membranes in most specimens after 2 weeks of healing, implying that adhesive remnants 
had been present. However, in the histologic analysis of specimens obtained after 8 weeks 
of healing, MAP exhibited complete absorption, whereas CA remnants were still observed. 
In the MAP group, there were no byproducts, and the histologic sections showed a similar 
healing pattern to the control group. It seems that MAP functioned as a fast-degrading and 
biocompatible adhesive, which may be associated with its ingredients. MAP is composed of 
various amino acids commonly found in collagen, including tyrosine, the most abundant 
amino acid in MAP, which plays a key role in adhesion [14,19]. Because none of the amino 
acids involved in MAP are foreign to vertebrate systems, MAP could be completely absorbed 
without unwanted byproducts within a short healing period [18-20].

In the present study, CA, which has well-known biocompatible, hemostatic, bacteriostatic, 
and anti-inflammatory properties, was selected as a positive control adhesive [24-27]. It 
was reported that CA remained until 90 days, but signs of inflammation were observed only 
in the early healing periods [3]. However, in this study, 2 out of 4 specimens from the CA 
group after 8 weeks of healing exhibited extensive inflammatory infiltrates around adhesive 
remnants. In addition, the histometric analysis of the CA group showed an opposite trend 
in terms of NB compared with the other groups, even though the difference did not reach 
statistical significance. The poor results regarding new bone formation seem to have been 
related to the remnants of the CA adhesives in this study.

The barrier membrane in GBR reduces osteoclastic bone resorption and enhances new 
bone formation by preventing undesired soft tissue ingrowth into the graft area during the 
healing period [28-31]. A previous study evaluated the role of the barrier membrane over 
bone substitutes in the rabbit model, and in the bone graft group, fewer residual particles 
remained than in the GBR group and fibrous encapsulation of the graft materials in the 
superficial area was observed [32]. In another experiment, biphasic calcium phosphate block 
bone substitutes were implanted in rabbit calvarial defects without a barrier membrane. After 
healing, in the upper part of the block, bone infiltration was minimal and bone regeneration 
over the block was not visible [33].

In the present study, PCL blocks were implanted in the rabbit calvarial defects and MAP-
loaded collagen membranes were used to cover them in the MAP-PCL group. Until 2 weeks 
of healing, the collagen membranes maintained their collagen network and were closely 
attached to the block graft and surrounding bone, acting as a barrier against migrating 
epithelial cells. The same type of collagen membrane was used in a previous study to cover 
rabbit calvarial defects, and it retained its integrity until 8 weeks [32]. In contrast, in the 
present study, MAP-loaded collagen membranes were totally absorbed between 2 and 8 
weeks, and the result was the same in the CA group. An elevated inflammatory reaction 
related to the tissue adhesive in the early healing period seems to be an explanation for the 
difference in the degradation rate between the present and previous studies. It is possible 
that more extensive inflammatory cell recruitment around adhesives would accelerate the 
degradation process of the membrane.
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Because of fast absorption in the early stage, it is difficult to evaluate the barrier function of 
the MAP-loaded membrane in the late healing period. However, despite early resorption of 
the barrier membrane, no soft tissue infiltration from the superior side into the blocks was 
observed, and new bone was regenerated over the block. In addition, when comparing the 
NB, a comparable amount of newly formed bone was obtained in the MAP-PCL and MAP 
groups. In guided tissue regeneration procedures, the first 2 weeks are a critical time for 
epithelial proliferation [34]. Moreover, the bone and periodontal ligament cells needed for 
regeneration reach the wound areas within 3–4 weeks [35]. Therefore, the fast resorption rate 
of the membrane in this experiment seems not to be regarded as a problem, but to obtain 
more reliable barrier function during the bone regeneration period, it would be proper for the 
MAP-loaded membrane to have slower degradation rate.

In conclusion, within the limitations of this study, MAP is a biocompatible and biodegradable 
material usable in GBR procedures. Furthermore, the MAP-loaded membrane functioned 
efficiently in this rabbit calvarial GBR model. However, the use of tissue adhesives might 
induce the early degradation of resorbable collagen membranes, and further investigations 
should attempt to improve the resistance of MAP-loaded membranes against fast resorption. 
Although the MAP-loaded membrane did not seem to improve bone regeneration compared 
with the control group, because adhesive facilitates the practical use of membranes, 
further research may be undertaken to maximize these benefits. In particular, for clinical 
applications, further studies should assess the effectiveness of MAP in defects with more 
challenging morphologies than those in the current model.
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